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Abstract: Looking at the importance and sensitivity of sustainable energy production in the
international community can realize the close relationship between sustainable development and
developing countries are sustainable energy and global village-level issues such as the rapid growth
of the economy from being practical and Renewable Energy Between 1972 to 1980 between industrial
and developing countries (with simultaneous formation of OPEC and oil prices being more expensive
in 1973) is a witness to claim the above. Considering that the power industry facilities construction
spending huge capital and foreign exchange and rial along long time it takes to power plants built and
ready to be exploited. So taking any action to optimize exactly "in order to preserve national wealth
and public welfare and reduce prices for manufactured goods and reducing environmental pollution,
and ultimately" will improve the quality of life. Therefore, these power plants can review our
performance in order to analyze data and decision-making processes that lead to optimal system
performance can be helped. Since the current state of policy reform in consumption patterns to reduce
pollution, lower costs and higher efficiency of natural gas and is therefore based on surveys conducted
this type of fuel.
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INTROCUCTION

Appropriating to technology development and people life promotion, to electric energy requirement is
increasing as kinetic power in great when welfare and Indus trial services. Although, in second world war,
energy consume growth was reduced, in order to, stand, still in economic activity and economic development
was arrived of new stage, and, consequently, demand is arising for requirement energy Supply. After of energy
crisis, In earlier dead 1970, and fossil source limitation was attained to earlier energy source and energy
management,  and serious and clear programs was started in order to, advantage use of energy source, and also
replacing fossil resource to better control capabilities and facility using of electric energy is more attained to
other energy source and is using by kind of welfare, industrial and service application, extensively, but, limited
of earlier energy resource and transformable to electric energy and decreasing transform process efficiency in
power plants, peoples in energy armistices is guided to consume management and optimization politics. For
example, In 1996, average of steam power plants is 32% in country – in other word in exchange for consume,
100 energy unit of earlier resource, only 32 unit, on average, is change to electric energy, whereas, from 100%
production energy is same year, approximately, 19% is expend to interior, consumes in power plants and
distribution and transform network losses, or for example, In England, energy level is indicate of above topic.

2. Base Meanings and First Definition:
In country, Electric energy production systems, generally, are compose of steam technologies, gases

turbine, compound cycle and water power plant, which, mean while-steam power plants have mean portion
of country electric energy production. Hence, understanding and seeking of activity in these power plants can
help us for data analyzing and procedure decisions, which is leading to optimal activity system. One steam
power plant is developmental system of one cycle which, really, composed of 4 min operations, pump adiabatic
density, stable stress heat transform in steam boiler, adiabatic expansion in turbine and stable stress heat
transform operation in condenser-incase, we are during of material flaw diagrams for this cycle and in attention
to, transform of operation points on T-S- diagram. we can obtain to theory efficiency in this system. According
to formula  (1). (Bijan, 1996).
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Theory efficiency= (1-2-2'-3-4-1)/ (a-2-2'-3-b-a)   (1)

In this cycle, we are with draw of kinetic energy, changes, energy losses and true cycles limitation, Hence,
In true cycles, efficiency ware lower of optimal cycles, which, that is important element in computation of
steam plant power. Internal energy ratio to system and external electric energy of system and energy  losses
are important role in one of element, Hence, the purpose of this topic, is understanding and outlook in general
paint of this system, and we are consider of general power plant to  control mass, which internal and external
are specify. In this system, efficiency will equivalent ratio by external energy to internal energy system (Water
Power, 2001). Also, by attention to control mass, we can understand to environment pollution and combustion
and oil problems generally. Because of, and one of government politics, in order to pollution reduction, cast
reduction and higher efficiency, is using of natural gas, hence, investigation performed is basis of this oil kind.
In result, investigation of combustion reaction is discharge of important role. Combustion is meaning of.
Combination oil to oxygen, which, is get to heat and radiation released during of combustion, element weight
is fix, meaning of main mass is correct for combustion. Therefore, by writing of chemical equation for burn
action and reaction, and by having one-direction numbers, we can obtain of other- direction in equation. for-
example, If we are burn on hydro-carbons, both carbon and hydrogen will compound by oxygen, and
combustion they in natural gas is perform by follow: 

CH4 + O2      CO2 + H2O   (2)

In combustion walk, which, is achieved in Boiler oven, oxygen isn’t enter to oven, purely, but, consume
oxygen resource is exist in oven and atmosphere. air is compose of 27% oxygen and 78% nitrogen and 1%
iron. N and Argon are natural and aren’t arrive to any chemical reaction and action, and N and Argon is exit
of oven, someway, (off course, In low temperature, And only their temperature is increase and  thermal energy
number is exist of oven, which, cause of efficiency reduction and environment pollution increase. Mean while,
we can with draw of Argon among and we can recognize of air by 27% oxygen and 79% Nitrogen. 

aCH4+ bO2 + eN2      dCO2+fO2+gH2O+hN2   (3)

Now, by reaction equilibrium, we can find of coefficients. But , In higher temperatures in natural gas, air
is caused of no2, which, is exist of it high amount NO2, and by CO2 and also, CO, which, is produce of non
– correct combustion compose of population, Hence, we are reform of combustion formula by fallow below
(Perry's, 1999):  

CH4+O2+N2      CO2+CO+O2+N2+NO2+H2O   (4)

Now, with attention to evident stated, recognizing and system analyzing are need to model, which, their
structure is display of following way .

3. Model Structure:
By attention to, construction of electric industry installations are accompany to exchange huge capital and

are extend of many time, which, power plant is built and preparing to exploitation. Hence, each activity win
settle along national source maintain and public welfare provision and cast reduction in produced goods, and
also, environment pollution reductive and, finally, arising of life condition qualities. Along correct consume
model display, because increasing electric energy efficiency can effect by system messenger reduction or
network coefficient increase. By attention to, consume ratio variable in night and day hours and different
season and production condition, is consider of consumer statue in electric networks, which, operation and it
changes are important roles in network equipment capacity including of distribution and transform networks
power plants.  Usually, network equipment capacity, in order to, is covering change in high consume condition,
in addition, immunity coefficient is determine by resistance preservation in network dynamic – and climatic
condition are different together in country. An average, only several day and night hours are happen of high
consume condition, and other time, even are get to 1/3 high consume, and really, we aren’t optimal use of
investment capacities.

4. Model Introduction: 
In order to, Model display for system analyze is need to objective dependent determination, and in this
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along, parameters and economic limitation can important role in technology selection and their using method.
Whereas In power plant, a system is considered by control mass, then, minimize cast on power plant collection
can consider of objective dependent, which, assistance us in this study:

Objective Function: Min Tcost 

Since, cost collection an system are compose of current expenditures and fix cast, hence , we could
divided of objective dependent in to pert: current and fixed expenditure, by follow:
 
Tcost = C' + C"   (5)

Where : C’ = Fixed price 
C” = Current expenditure

In this system, each of above casts can divide to little cast, until win help to consider of result.

Fixed Price:
These casts can divide to each of casts (Kirchmayer, 1958) :

C’1 = region cast
C’2 = Equipment casts
C’3 = installation casts
C’4 = setting casts
C’5 = instruction casts
C’6 = lateral installation costs
C’7 = auxiliary installation cost

Current Expenditure:
Also, current expenditure casts can evaluate to below parts :

C”1 = fuel cast, C”2 = repair and care cast 
C”3 = Salary ,  C”4 = other current expenders
C”5 = environment pollution casts

Hence, by attention to what said, we can consider of all fixed price and current expenditure in system by
below 
Total fixed casts:

C’ = C’1 + C’2 + C’3 + C’4 + C’5 + C’6 + C’7   (6)

Totals current expenditure:

C” = C”1 + C”2 + C”3 + C”4 + C”5  ( 7 )

Because of studies are achieved basis of high consume hours, and the purpose is consider of situation
condition then, we should specify of consume hours and high consume time, in order to, below hours is
considered:

A. From 6 to 7 might and from 22 to 23 might, are Normal consume time, which all this time is equivalent
to 14 hour consume day and night .

B.  From 17 p: m 106 m. is less consumed than normal, which, consume time is equivalent 7 hours 
C. From 7 to 10 p:m is high consume hours, which, this time is equivalent to 3 hours .

In hours stated. Consume, time have special important in each period, because hours considered is
changing on the basis of seasons and regions, but we can generalize to consume time, an average.
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5. Model Expansion (Fuel Cast):
By attention to considered times, fuel cast is current expenditures in system, and we can calculate, by

using of below relation . 

  (8)
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Where,
C”1 = entrance fuel to power plant cast in m3

Fi  = fuel consume amount in each of phases, on basis of m3

Ai =  efficiency time coefficient in each of phases as follow:
A1 = 14/24 A2 =7/24 A3=3/24

Since, Fi is variable in each of periods (in each of phases). And is  dependent of external power in system.
Then, by attention to power plant efficiency for external power we can calculate of  Fi  amount in each of
phases) (Yoshikawa, 1997). 

Fi =  (Tcap *1000*3600*9500) / 4018   (9)

Where:

Tcap = (MW*100)/ef (10)

Where : ef = true efficiency of power plant 
MW = external power in each of phases.

6. Repair and Care Cast:
This cast, in fact,  have straight relation to un-loaded amount, system. In case, whatever system in more

unload, segments is more eliminated and is appear by need 40 replace and repair, which, this could estimate
to system measurement or by applying to related. Graphs  and chart. For this purpose, In power plants, curves
are regulated by Ageing factor, which, are connected to un-loaded ratio or system exploration with increasing
of repair are times. By refer to relation graph; we can obtain to relation between repair and care times and
un-loaded ratio and in system as follow (Ministry of Economic, 1990). (For example, exploitation in lower 50%
than 1/4 Normal limit meaning –of 25% repair time will be increase creaming of time-distance for repair.
Where:

T = 1.05 - 0.01* EL (11)

EL = un-loaded coefficient system 

T = Increasing ratio in time - distance repair and care 

Since, calculated casts (are defined of power plant for repair and care in specific period (4 years) in one
system, which, is display to total load, then, repair and cure yearly cost will be equivalent to:

(12)2 *(1 ).

repaierand care cast in period time
C

period time T

 


Combustion Phases:
In order to, accounting other cast and operation system, we must evaluate of defined combustion phases

in base evident, carefully, until, all coefficient is appear produced external gas ratio, Hence, for each of
participate material is locate of coefficient reaction, until, is exist. of possible equilibrium reaction by
coefficient specify (Kaewboonsong).

aCH4+ bO2+ CN2       dCO2+eCO+ fO2+ gN2+ hNO2+ iH2O                                              (13)
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By, dry analyze in combustion production, will be specify to each of, d, e, f, g, h coefficient and equivalent
to :

d = %CO2, e = %CO, f = %O2 , g = %N2 , g = %N2

Since, total is enter to system by air, N equilibrium is definite of C ratio:

C*2=g+2*h OR C = (g*2+h)*0.5

By attention to, ratio o2 to Nitrogen is equivalent to 3.76 in air , then  b  ratio , also, will equivalent to :

      3.76 OR b = 0.266c
C

b


And by. Carbon equilibrium, we have :
a = d+e 

and by Hydrogen equilibrium: i = 2a

Now, total combustion reaction coefficient is appear, and sine , other account is exist base on one mol
entrance fuel to system, then, we must divided to total coefficients to entrance fuel, meaning of CH4

coefficient. Therefore, we have:

CH4 +      O2 +      N2      CO2 +      CO +     O2 +     N2 +      NO2 +      H2O (15)
b
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From above equation, we will find, that , in exchange for one mol fuel , is produce         mol CO2 and
d

a
    mol CO .
e

a

8. Environment Pollution Casts:
Burning many ratio of oil producers, are difficult of breathing in very large cities.
And cause of Acidic rains, which are extinct of production and forests. This matter is one of more

important in heated element in earth. All evolution, which, are existed in environment, generally, air, move
effect on energy phases, example fossil fuel combustion, which, are damage. By produce in kind of toxic
pollution. These effects can divide to regional and sub-regional group, which, each of these elements are effect
in making environment pollution casts by direction and indirection method. Hygienic costs and other casts,
which , every people  is apply to his/her care and recovery health or by chaining of local ecosystem and
agriculture and animal production reduction, we must consider of above production. 

Also, ecosystem change in sub-regional earth and their effect and also, casts relate to reform and/or
maintain their conditions, are part  these casts. In 1987, environment and development world commission was
emphasized that, stable development isn't significance, without industrial active stage, and such development,
also , is impossible, without using of energy for industry, Also this commission emphasized that, human needs
should equilibrium and economic – social development should accompany to environment maintain. In this
along, researches are achieved by EPA corporation and social cast of environment pollution was evaluated and
this estimate was achieved by each co2 production .tone and equivalent, to 24/3 Dollar (Eletricity, 1991). Since,
much pollution productions are produce by CO and CO2 , and other hand, their production have straight
relation to consume fuel ratio in system, then produced promotion cast will equal to (Montgomery, 1997):

(16)
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Which, coefficient DO is changing us dollar to Rial and MCO2 and MCO are produced gas, that , are
calculate by follow relation:
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MCO2 = F i*22.4*     *44,  MCO = F I *22.4 *    *28
d

a

e

a

9. Limitations:
Using of Model for analyzing data is accompanied to limitations. Which, generally, are compose of, little

capacity in each phase of total power plant capacities, little coefficient not production ratio and other pollution
of standard ratio which, declared by environment, little entrance Nitrogen coefficient in system of all nitrogen
in air, and finally, external gars analyzing is equal to internal gas. 

10. Model Installation and Their Application:
By attention to what was said, that is require to Model is extend for operation analyze. System, in order

to, using of calculate application and Ms-Excel software analyze, Model is extent, which, can achieved by this
method. By attention to, stage separated was collimated and operation was display of follow foundation. 

In this Model, and necessary information are using of operation stage by Input data. In sheet 1
information is relate to fixed casts, and, finally. total fixed casts are calculated. In sheet 2, first, calculating
relate to fuel and combustion and equation is achieved by external gases analyze , and then , current
expenditures and finally yearly current expenditures are displayed .

Since, software operation and model solution are possible by dependent determination. Then this efficiency
is use of dependent object. By attention to, using of this soft ware stage in necessary to all information in
sheet, then, in sheet 3, all information is related to model. 

11. Sample Unit Definition and Their Character Tic:
Now, we must study of information in one sample unit, and evaluate their in Model. There in the stage,

information relate to Neka power plant is considered . Mean while, this unit power plant, which, have
important role of electric energy production in country. 

That have 4 heater unit by 440 Megawatt capacity, which, totally, By 1760 Megawatt capacity , In region
is constructed to extent 180/000/000 m2.  Since, constructing and launching of this power plant is achieved
by Germany company (Brown Bovril), then, maximal fixed cast is display on mark German. There are, In
accounting relate to casts co efficiency is consider for chaining this cost to Rial , and also coefficient for dollar
change in data, by dollar . 
Fixed cast system, which, is defined of previous chapter, as follows 

C’2: Equipment cast is equal to 850/000/000 Mark German for each unit   
C’3: Equipment cast is equal to 235/000/000 Mark German for each unit 
C’4: Launching cast is equal to 80/000/000 Mark, in exchange for each unit
C’5: Instruction to personal cast is equal to 23/000/000 Mark 
C’6: Lateral installation cost, 435 million Mark for each unit 
C’7: stand by instantiation cast, 1820000/000 mark for each unit mean while, all above Information is achieved

in sheet 1 as fixed Information 
And, In current expenditures, costs are relate to care and repair for4 year and each unit is equal to

1,200,000,000 Rial.
Also, for casts relate to payment, is equal to 740,000 Rail, and For 664 personal are consider by payment

average. 
And also, equal to 100,000,000 Rial is consider to office casts and other current expenditure yearly.  
Also, by achieving to combustion equation and accounting of other formula, we are need to external gas

analyze, which, is display as follow:
 
CO2 = 11.1%, CO = 1.0 %, O2 = 0.9 %

N2 = 85.1 %, NO2 = 1.9 %

Also, there is considering of us Dollar cast, equal to 8500  Rial  and each German mark equal to 3500
Rial, which, by attention to number and figure is displayed, they is include to table according to Model. 
Also by considering for formula, and calculated method, we are using of F2 key on calculated box .
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Fig. 1:

Conclusion:
According to the results. Incensement of co efficiency of system that decreases entrance fuel usage and

pollution production, are important factors for decrease of annual expense of system.
Regulating of fuel and burning systems, makes usage less, co efficiency more and pollution producing less

that are effective in decrease  of expenses again . And finally by decrease of peak hour usage, system uses
first energy less, produces pollution less and consequently system carries less load during these times and
amortization of systems decreases and expense of maintenance decreases .
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Totally , by %4 incensement of co efficiency of system and decrease  of about one hour of usage of load
peak, we can save expense, equal to 5/005 × 1010 Rails or in another way, expense will be decreased .
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